out there
events

outside these four walls

Outdoor Venues
Africa is about the outdoors, the panoramic views, crushing sound of
ocean waves or stillness of an endless wilderness. Create a venue
beyond the four walls of a conference room. Delegates are exposed to
feelings which enhance their creativity and regenerate their energy.

exclusive sleep overs

OUT THERE EVENTS

Private Venues that allow you to stay
Create an overnight experience that turns a hotel bed into a
rejuvenating and thought provoking experience. From mobile luxury
tented camps to remote eco luxury islands allow your imagination to
create your venue from the vineyards of the winelands, uninhabited
islands in the Indian Ocean or the remote wilderness of the Okavango
Delta. Alternatively add the element of surprise with our unexpected
sleep overs be it a prison cell on Robben Island or Lighthouse on the
Southern African coastline.

pioneering expeditions

AFRICAN OUTDOOR EVENTS

Group Journeys of a life time
Our collection of pioneering African adventures offer individuals an
experience of a lifetime whilst connecting people through the sheer
thrill and adventure of breaking new ground through an African
wilderness. Hike remote trails, become immersed in a new sport like
mountain biking or stand up paddling. Alternatively simply sit back
and take in Africa’s wildest areas away from the tourist crowds.

about out there events

cape adventures

Our expertise is thinking and doing out of the box African events. We
use adventure and the great African outdoors to create exclusive,
memorable and thought provoking experiences.

Cape Town Adventures for Event Groups
Turn a standard Cape Town event or conference experience on its
head incorporation our Private Cape Adventures. How many cities can
boast vineyards, ocean waves and mountain trails all within 20
minutes of the city centre. Stand Up Paddle the V&A Canals, climb a
Table Mountain trail, bike through a vineyards and still have time for a
serious days work.

Our role is either to add a wow factor to a more traditional event or
take your whole experience to another level. Whilst we operate out of
Cape Town we run adventures and exploration throughout Africa.
Unique Meeting Venues
Exclusive Sleep Outs Options
Pioneering Multi Day Team Adventures and Exploration
Cape Town Event Day Adventures.
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Dedicated Events Director: We run limited events each year to allow
our dedicated events director to be hands on with each and every
event we run.
Tailor-made Events: Either use us for your whole event or just the
elements you want to add some extra wow factor.
International Standards: Whilst we like to step out of the box we do
so adhering to the stickiest health and safety standards. Our activities
are scrutinised by travel insurance specialists SATIB, underwritten by
Lloyds of London with a 24 hour critical incident management service
in place.

out there venues

extraordinary sleepouts

multi day expeditions

cape town day adventures

coming soon – the wildest run yet

